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Figure 1: Category distribution of GTA5 [3]

1. Additional Experiments
1.1. Class distribution analysis

We examine the distribution of all categories in the
source GTA5 [3] dataset, and find the imbalanced long-tail
distribution as displayed in Figure 1. In our further obser-
vation, the cause are mainly sorted into two reasons: on
the one hand, some entities in small size possess very lim-
ited pixels, e.g., “light” and “sign”, on the other hand, some
classes such as “train”, “bike”, “rider” and “motor” only ap-
pear in very few image samples. This also happens under
real-world circumstances.

1.2. More ablation results

Temperature. The temperature tp in qAi′ =
exp((eAt )T ei′/tp)∑K
k=1 exp((eAt )T ek/tp)

and qαi′ =
exp((eαt )T ei′/tp)∑K
k=1 exp((eαt )T ek/tp)

,

controls the sharpness of the instance distribution. (Noted
tp = 0 is equivalent to the argmax operation). As shown in
Table 1, the top result is obtained at tp = 0.1 and slightly
drops when tp = 0.05.

Table 1: Results of temperature tp

tp 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0
mIoU 70.5 71.0 70.3 70.0

Parameter Sensitivity of Lins. We experiment over differ-
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Figure 2: Visual comparisons with semantic-only self-
training method DAFormer [2].

ent weights of Lins, and find that the weight of 1.0 secures
the best mIoU result (shown in Table 2). This displays an
equal contribution of the instance-level information as the
semantic-level.

Table 2: Results of loss weight parameter λ

λ 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0
mIoU 69.3 69.8 70.2 71.0 70.5

Runtime and Memory Consumption. DIDA can be
trained on a single RTX 3090 GPU within 17 hours (0.65
it/s) while consuming about 20 GB GPU memory (24 GB
total) during training. In comparison, our baseline model
DAFormer [2] consumes 14 GB GPU memory (shown in
Table 3). Noted that the extra 6 GB storage is the instance
feature bank and all tensors for calculation combined. With
our strictly controlled bank size K, we successfully intro-
duce instance-level discrimination and improve adaptation
performance by a notable margin.

Table 3: Bank size K and corresponding memory consumption

K – 100 150 200 250 300
Memory (GB) 14.1 16.5 17.8 18.6 20.4 23.6
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Figure 3: Qualitative results on GTA5 [3] → Cityscapes [1] adaptation. Comparison among (From left to right) Input target
domain image, Ground Truth, Source-Only model, two semantic-level self-training models (ProDA [4], DAFormer [2]) and
our DIDA method.

1.3. Visualization and Analysis

Qualitative comparison with semantic-only self-training
method. As demonstrated in Figure 2, we visualize the
segmentation results of the previous state-of-the-art model
DAFormer [2], which used to be the most effective self-
training method, and our DIDA. As we mentioned before,
the semantic-level only self-training (i.e., pseudo-labeling)
method creates noisy semantic pseudo-labels leading to the
wrong optimizing direction. This is particularly obtrusive
when there are analogous and overlapping entities appear-
ing in the same crop of input image. For example, in the
case of the 1st row in Figure 2, several “people” are walk-
ing in front of the “car” and the “bus” (these two entities
are similar-looking), creating an overlapping situation. The
baseline DAFormer may find it strenuous to clearly distin-
guish between the entity boundaries and end up with unsat-
isfactory performance. Similar problems also occur in three
other rows of Figure 2: the 2nd row, DAFormer misclas-
sifies “motor” into “bike”; the 3rd row, DAFormer strug-
gles with “road”/“sidewalk” and “building”/“fence”, which
share similar textures; and the 4th row, DAFormer recog-
nizes person figures appeared in the billboard but are actu-
ally meant to be sorted as “building” as a whole. Instead,
our proposed DIDA efficiently adjusts noisy semantic-level
pseudo-labels using the discrimination and consistency reg-
ularization from the instance-level, resulting in a more ex-
plicit and accurate segmentation.
More visualization comparisons with ProDA [4] and

DAFormer [2]. In Figure 3 we provide more visualized
comparisons of baseline methods [4, 2]. As displayed in
Figure 3, the major performance gain also comes from a bet-
ter recognition of class “sidewalk” (1st row), “rider” (2nd
row), “pole” and “vegetation” (3rd row), “sky” (4th row),
and “road” (5th row). These results indicate that our DIDA
outperforms existing baselines stably, especially on long-
tailed and overlapping entities.
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